SURECrate™
Custom Engineered Solution

A Revolutionary New Alternative to Wood or Steel Crates

The SURECrate™ Custom Engineered Solution is a comprehensive, turnkey alternative that offers all-around protection and stacking strength for large or irregular-shaped products. It’s ideal for any heavy or hard-to-box items and is a superior choice to wood crating.

Made from the same 100% recycled laminated paperboard materials as all Laminations® products, each SURECrate™ Custom Engineered Solution is a complete engineered system that is customized to the precise needs of each situation.

SURECrate™ System is a complete package that includes:

Consultation: The Laminations account manager and a packaging engineer assess the situation, taking into consideration the product(s) being shipped, the distribution environment involved and any special circumstances.

Engineering: The Laminations engineering team determines the SURECrate™ System design, provides specs/drawings for assembly, and advises the customer on assembly tools and pallet requirements.

Final Product: Precut SURECrate™ System pieces are shipped to the customer for quick and easy assembly.

Go here to learn more about SURECrate™
LaminationsOnline.com/products/surecrate/
Partnering Power
Laminations helps you grow by providing the innovative protective packaging solutions you need, the reliability you want and the value-added partnering commitment you deserve.

Protect Products
Preserve Profits.
VBoard® is a simple product that solves a wide range of packaging challenges. Made by laminating recycled paperboard into a rigid right-angle shape, VBoard provides edge protection as well as load containment, stabilization and uniform weight distribution. The variety of sizes, configurations and options available—as well as standard and custom printing—gives VBoard versatility, practicality and cost-effectiveness that other products can’t match.

On-Time Delivery
What You Need. When You Need It.
The Laminations guarantee: On time. Every time. We invest in facilities and personnel to expand our reach through our national distribution network—delivering what you need, when you need it, without compromising quality or service.

Hassle-Free Service
Always Available. Ready To Respond.
Our multi-tiered approach to service makes us responsive, knowledgeable and readily accessible. Every customer is assigned a sales team that consists of an outside account manager, an inside sales partner and a customer service representative dedicated to learning the intricacies of your business and unique packaging needs. We support each team’s efforts with technologically advanced systems and equipment so we remain your first call for protective packaging solutions.

Print Options
STANDARD PRINT OPTIONS
Use your edge protection to communicate critical information by adding color and messages; standard print options are available in 23 color choices.

CUSTOMIZED PRINTING AND LOGO PROGRAM
Add your logo, promotional tagline, handling instructions, product code or other information to your VBoard or VGuard for extra visibility and brand impact. Simply provide us with a business card or digital file and we’ll mock up a printed sample at no charge.

Engineered Solutions
Specifically Designed For Your Application.
Our diverse offerings allow us to provide innovative protection solutions for products of nearly any size or shape—maximizing packaging effectiveness and your cost savings. For applications requiring specialized customization, our in-house team of packaging engineers and designers give us the depth to respond quickly and accurately with quality protection that fits your unique needs. We offer alternative packaging options that are developed and rigorously tested at our ISTA-certified facilities. Together, we can determine the best protection solutions to meet your needs.

| VBoard® | Made by laminating recycled paperboard into a rigid right-angle shape, VBoard provides edge protection as well as load containment, stabilization |
| VGuard® | A shorter version of VBoard, VGuard protects against strapping damage on palletized loads or stacked products. |
| Mega VGuard® | An extra-large version of VBoard. Mega VGuard is available in sizes up to 3” x 3” (2” leg minimum and a variety of leg lengths and calipers. |
| Extruded VBoard® | Durable extruded plastic is 100% waterproof. Available in VBoard, VGuard and FlexBoard. |
| FlatBoard® | Superior customized edge and corner protection for a wide variety of products that folds to fit any application. |

| FlexBoard® | Heavier-duty protection for contained products. |
| FlexStick® | Ideal for protecting products in humid and wet environments. |
| HydraShield® | Ideal for protecting products in humid and wet environments. |
| NotchBoard® | Effective corner protection. Features precise die-cut notches and scores that permit it to be hand-folded. |
| PalletTop Display® | The fast, inexpensive solution for easy-setup and easy-takedown shelving. |
| VBoard / Clip Foam™ | Added custom-fit foam protection. |

800.925.2826 | LaminationsOnline.com

Go here to learn more about Laminations
LaminationsOnline.com
VChannel® is engineered to be easily converted into UChannel® for your shipping needs. Simply fold along the score and it is ready for use.

Engineered to deliver precise three-sided edge protection for windows and doors, including garage doors, VChannel® provides the strength of UChannel®, optimized for transport. Its unique single-piece construction can be formed into a wide variety of widths and leg lengths, offering a cost- and time-saving custom substitute for expensive wood crates or hard-to-handle corrugate.

- Easily stack one on top of another
- Uses space efficiently
- Optimize transport
- Both standard and custom print options are available for this product

Contact Laminations today to learn more and win a $200 gift card.

GREAT SERVICE. GREAT RELIABILITY. GREAT SOLUTIONS.